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How to make art when we're working apart' 

 

Name of Submitter: 

Hannah Nagle 

Reasons for Award: 

I created a collage guide for people to use over lockdown. The BL Flickr Collection is a collection 
I've always wanted to work creatively with and the lockdown provided a good opportunity to do this. 
I began by making collages for myself and the process of making them gave me something to focus 
on in the early months of lockdown. It had a therapeutic affect and helped me to express myself 
creatively during a very difficult and confusing time.   

I decided to create a guide on how to make collages so that other people could make their own and 
hopefully feel the positive affects I had felt. I was conscious that not everyone would have access 
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to a printer, so it was important for me to create a guide where you could also create one digitally. I 
learnt how to make collages using Microsoft Word and included step by step instructions in the 
guide. There is also a creative 'formula' for people who don't get to be creative in their everyday jobs 
and might feel a bit stuck, as well as a list of collage artists to help inspire. To illustrate the guide, I 
included some of my own collages and small illustrations. All of the images used were taken from 
the BL Flickr Collection. 

It was initially meant for colleagues, so I called the guide 'How to make art when we're working 
apart.' However, I wrote a blog post for Digital Scholarship allowing the public to download the guide 
themselves. I have since received messages on social media from members of the public about 
how much they love it. I have also judged a collage-making contest between colleagues. It has been 
brilliant to know people have enjoyed it and I am very proud of the guide. 

https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2020/05/how-to-make-art-when-were-working-apart.html 

It showcases British Library digital content and speaks to a wide range of people. Parents have used 
it with their children, art students can use it and colleagues who aren't normally creatively minded 
have been able to use it too. It showcases what the British Library has to offer creatives and 
highlights a brilliant collection that can be used for infinite possibilities by anyone as every image is 
copyright free.  It is also a symbol of how well the library adapted over lockdown. We were still able 
to provide interesting and exciting content like this guide for our own staff and public. 

Work Start: March/ April 2020 Work End: I am in the process of making an additional collage 

guide using the Qatar Digital Library to help showcase the creative potential of another British Library 
collection. 

https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2020/05/how-to-make-art-when-were-working-apart.html

